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Abstract

Likelihood-based approaches can reconstruct evolutionary processes in greater detail and with better precision from larger data sets. The extremely large comparative genomic data sets that are now being generated thus create new opportunities for understanding molecular evolution, but analysis of such large quantities of data poses escalating computational challenges. Recently developed Markov chain Monte Carlo methods that augment substitution histories are a promising approach to alleviate these computational costs. We analyzed the computational costs of several such approaches, considering how they scale with model and data set complexity. This provided a theoretical framework to understand the most important computational bottlenecks, leading us to combine novel variations of our conditional pathway integration approach with recent advances made by others. The resulting technique (“partial sampling” of substitution histories) is considerably faster than all other approaches we considered. It is accurate, simple to implement, and scales exceptionally well with dimensions of model complexity and data set size. In particular, the time complexity of sampling unobserved substitution histories using the new method is much faster than previously existing methods, and model parameter and branch length updates are independent of data set size. We compared the performance of methods on a 224-taxon set of mammalian cytochrome-b sequences. For a simple nucleotide substitution model, partial sampling was at least 10 times faster than the PhyloBayes program, which samples substitutions in continuous time, and about 100 times faster than when using fully integrated substitution histories. Under a general reversible model of amino acid substitution, the partial sampling method was 1,600 times faster than when using fully integrated substitution histories, confirming significantly improved scaling with model state-space complexity. Partial sampling of substitutions thus dramatically improves the utility of likelihood approaches for analyzing complex evolutionary processes on large data sets.
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Introduction

Molecular evolutionary analyses have traditionally been limited by the need for deeply sampled sequence data sets and by the high computational burden of likelihood-based phylogenetic methods. This situation is rapidly changing, however, creating the prospect that fundamental questions about the evolutionary process at the molecular-genetic level that were previously inaccessible can soon be addressed. Data limitations are disappearing with technological advancements that have led to increasingly cost-effective high-throughput DNA-sequencing methodologies. The number of completely sequenced vertebrate mitochondrial genomes, for instance, has risen from 67 in 2000 (Pollock et al. 2000) to almost 900 today. Even more impressive, as many as 43 vertebrate nuclear genomes have been sequenced well enough to generate substantially complete assemblies and gene builds in the past few years alone (Hubbard et al. 2009), and it is expected that most of these will be completely sequenced with next-generation technologies in the next year or so. Single molecule DNA-sequencing technologies should also soon become viable, and based on expectations for this technology, plans have begun on a 10,000 vertebrate genome project (genome10k.soe.ucsc.edu).

Although improving, the computational burden of likelihood-based phylogenetic methods has not decreased as fast as the size of data sets has increased, and this burden is becoming more of an impediment as data sets grow and models become more complex. Part of the problem is that standard computations for continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) have components that scale in complexity with the second, third, and even fourth powers of the number of modeled states. Such poor scaling means that these techniques do not translate well from, for example, nucleotide substitution models with four states to amino acid substitution models with 20 states, codon-substitution models with 61 (sense) states, or to “switching models” that allow variation in the substitution process over time (e.g., Guindon et al. 2004) and effectively have much larger state spaces. Standard phylogenetic likelihood calculations also tend to scale poorly with increasing numbers of taxa, which is unfortunate because understanding the
evolutionary process at individual sites requires dense taxonomic sampling (e.g., Pollock et al. 2000). Despite recent progress in the development of methods for rigorous inference under complex models or large data sets (Robinson et al. 2003; Hwang and Green 2004; Krishnan et al. 2004; Siepel and Haussler 2004; Mateiu and Rannala 2006; Rodrigue et al. 2006, 2007, 2008; Saunders and Green 2007; de Koning et al. 2009), substantial challenges remain.

Traditional maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian phylogenetic approaches are computationally demanding primarily because for every site in a sequence alignment they integrate every likelihood function evaluation over the typically huge space of all possible combinations of unknown ancestral states and all possible unknowable substitution histories. These integrations may be performed thousands of times or more in a typical analysis, so the vast majority of computations are spent repeatedly solving and resolving these integrals. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and expectation–maximization methods can solve these integrals using data augmentation (DA; see Little and Rubin 2002; Rodrigue et al. 2007 for reviews), thus reducing the computational burden of likelihood-based analyses and increasing the complexity of models that may be practically considered. In particular, the recent introduction of techniques for augmenting substitution histories (or “mutation mappings”) (Nielsen 2002; Robinson et al. 2003; Hwang and Green 2004; Rodrigue et al. 2008) has led to tremendous performance improvements (Lartillot 2006). The primary advantage of these approaches is that when the timings of substitutions are fixed, the likelihood of the joint set of observed sequences and the augmented substitution history is much easier to evaluate than is the fully integrated form. Even after accounting for the need to run Markov chains for more generations when augmenting than when not, the net gain in efficiency can be huge. Sampling ancestral states and substitution histories, however, remains a costly computational step and is a key performance bottleneck for such approaches.

Here, we present a theoretical analysis and discussion of the computational costs of different augmentation strategies and then evaluate how these costs change with dimensions of model and data set complexity. Using this analysis, we show how the efficiency of sampling substitution histories can be dramatically improved without incurring a meaningful loss in accuracy. We show that the resulting method is easy to implement, accurate, and extremely fast, and we compare its performance with a variety of other approaches using a large data set of mammalian cytochrome-\(b\) sequences. For those readers less interested in the computational details, we recommend skipping over the Computational Considerations and Methods sections and moving directly to the Results section, where we reiterate the major conceptual points of those sections.

**Computational Considerations**

To identify and reduce the computational bottlenecks associated with conducting augmented likelihood analyses, we performed a theoretical analysis of the computational effort required by alternative phylogenetic likelihood calculations (the “time complexity,” or “order”). To quantify computational burden, we use a form of “big O” notation (Cormen 2009) to describe how time complexity scales with dimensions of the model and the input data, including the number of states in the evolutionary model \(N\), the number of branches in the tree \(B\), and the number of unique site patterns in the multiple sequence alignment \(s\). Because the order calculations are expressed as a function of each of these dimensions, readers familiar with time complexity analysis are cautioned to not assume that \(N\) has any special importance beyond being one of several dimensions of interest. For transparency, time complexity statements are presented in an expanded form, with separate terms given for each nontrivial component calculation.

**Full Integration**

Traditional ML and Bayesian phylogenetic methods integrate each likelihood function evaluation over both ancestral states and substitution histories. Ancestral states are usually integrated using Felsenstein’s pruning algorithm (Felsenstein 1981); this technique follows a postorder traversal over the tree (from tips to root) at every site, where the likelihoods of all data below the current node are calculated, conditional on each possible state assignment (the “conditional site likelihoods”). Although this is known to be an efficient solution, the size of the problem still makes it time consuming. Pruning is an \(O(N^2B)\) procedure, because \(O(N^2)\) combinations of ancestral and descendant states must be considered at each internal node, \(O(B)\), for every site pattern, \(O(s)\). This calculation can therefore be quite costly for data sets with many taxa or long sequences or when complex models with many states are used. Even worse, because the time complexity of the pruning step scales multiplicatively with each dimension, combinations of long sequences, deep taxonomic sampling, and complex models can slow the operation, and it often dominates the time complexity of fully integrated likelihood calculations as a result.

Unlike integration over ancestral states, substitution histories are usually integrated implicitly along each branch by solving for the time-dependent substitution probabilities under a CTMC:

\[
P(t) = e^{Qt};
\]

where \(P(t)\) is the matrix of substitution probabilities over branch length \(t\), and \(Q\) is the matrix of instantaneous rates. This matrix exponential equation arises as the solution to the Chapman forward equation, which integrates over all possible substitutions having happened at all possible times (Ross 2007). Because this integration must be performed for many branches, equation (1) is usually solved by spectral decomposition of the rate matrix, allowing \(P(t)\) to be efficiently calculated for many \(t\)’s (Moler and Van Loan 2003). Although spectral decomposition can be performed efficiently using well-known methods, the underlying matrix computations are often still relatively costly, incurring \(O(N^4)\) operations for the spectral decomposition of a nonreversible model
(or $O(N^3)$ for a reversible model), plus $O(N^3B)$ operations to calculate the substitution probability matrices for every branch in the tree. Note that for simplification, we represent the cost of finding all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real non-symmetric matrix using the approximate worst-case cost of $O(N^3)$, even though algorithms exist that can solve this problem in approximately $O(30N^3)$ time (Golub and Van Loan, 1996).

We will subsequently refer to the integration over substitution histories as the “time integration” of the Markov process and the joint integration over both ancestral states and substitution histories as “full integration.” The likelihood function used in full integration is known as the “incomplete data” likelihood, where “incomplete” refers to the missing data (the unobserved ancestral states and substitution histories), which are fully integrated over. Combining the time complexity of both steps described above, the time complexity of an incomplete-data likelihood function is $O(N^3 + N^3B + N^2Bs)$ operations (table 1, row 1).

### Sampling of Ancestral States and Substitution Histories

An alternative to full integration is to compute likelihoods after periodically filling in (or “augmenting”) some or all of the missing data with likely imputed values, sampled based on the model and its current parameter values (Gelman et al. 1992; Little and Rubin 2002). DA usually begins by drawing a state at the root of the tree from the product of the stationary distribution of the CTMC and the conditional site likelihoods. The states at all internal nodes are then drawn in a root-to-tip sequence from the conditional site likelihood distributions (Nielsen 2002). This method therefore requires both a pruning step and a sampling step, which can be performed together in $O(N^3 + N^2B + N^2Bs + Nb)$ operations (table 1, row 2). Once ancestral states have been drawn, substitution histories can be sampled along each branch conditional on the fixed states at each pair of ancestral and descendant nodes (Nielsen 2002; Robinson et al. 2003). When both ancestral states and substitution histories are augmented along each branch, we will refer to this as “full sampling.”

Remarkably, when full substitution histories are sampled, the augmented likelihood function can be evaluated in as few as $O(N^2)$ operations, no matter how many branches or sites are considered. This is because the substitution history can be equivalently represented by the numbers of each substitution type across the entire data set, along with the total time spent in each state without changing (Lartillot 2002). [Note: This statement is not properly formatted and may require additional context or clarification.]

### Table 1. Computational Time Complexity of Alternative Phylogenetic Likelihood Calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ancestral States</th>
<th>Substitution Histories</th>
<th>Likelihood Function</th>
<th>Missing Data Gibbs Sampler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Fully integrated</td>
<td>Fully integrated</td>
<td>$O(N^3 + N^3B + N^2Bs)$</td>
<td>$n/a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Sampled</td>
<td>Fully integrated</td>
<td>$O(N^3 + N^3B + N^2B)$</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + Nb/2X_n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a Sampled</td>
<td>Fully sampled in continuous time (Nielsen 2002)</td>
<td>$O(N^3)$</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + Nb/2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Fully sampled in continuous time (Rodrigue et al. 2008)</td>
<td>$O(N^3)$</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + Nb/2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Sampled</td>
<td>Fully sampled in discrete time (Hwang and Green 2004)</td>
<td>$O(N^3)$</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + Nb/2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Integrated assuming ≤ 1 substitutions, “B1” CP (Krishnan et al. 2004)</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + N^2B)$</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + Nb)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Sampled</td>
<td>Partially sampled: branch segmentation with B1 CP (“B1 × M”; present study)</td>
<td>$O(N^3B)$</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + Nb)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a Sampled</td>
<td>Partially sampled: long-branch bisection with uniformized B1 CP (“B1u”); present study</td>
<td>$O(N^3B)$</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + Nb)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Partially sampled: long-branch bisection with uniformized B1 CP (“B1u”); present study</td>
<td>$O(N^3B)$</td>
<td>$O(N^3B + Nb)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a The approximate number of operations are given in terms of $N =$ num. modeled states, $B =$ num. branches in the tree (or effective branches, $B'$), $s =$ num. unique site patterns in the data, $m =$ average num. substitutions per branch, $X_n =$ average num. attempts before success, and $X_s =$ maximum num. substitutions per branch.

*b Using the local Gibbs updater (Krishnan et al. 2004).
Strategies for sampling substitution histories. (a) Substitutions are fully sampled in continuous time using a method such as Nielsen (2002) or Rodrigue et al. (2008). (b) Substitutions sampled in discrete time over short-branch segments of equal length (Hwang and Green 2004). (c) Substitutions partially sampled in continuous time to within short time intervals of different lengths using B1 CP integration ($B_1 \times M$). (d) Substitutions partially sampled in continuous time as ancestral and transient states at fixed points that bisect long branches; the timing of substitutions between nodes is analytically integrated using uniformized $B_1$ CP integration ($B_1u$). For both (b,c), branch lengths are rounded to the nearest small segment size.

We previously introduced several continuous-time conditional pathway (CP) integration methods (Krishnan et al. 2004; de Koning et al. 2009) that augment ancestral states and condition substitution probability calculations on no more than one or two substitutions having occurred along a branch at each site ($B_1$ and $B_2$, respectively). These methods facilitate relatively inexpensive augmented likelihood functions and missing data samplers by ignoring large numbers of improbable intermediate substitution pathways and simplifying the time-integration of the Markov process as a result (table 1, rows 5a and 5b). In our original presentation of these methods, we recommended using a branch subdivision strategy to ensure that each branch segment is kept short enough that the $B_1$ or $B_2$ assumptions remain appropriate. Here, we explore several such strategies and describe how they can be combined with novel CP variants to produce high performance methods that overcome performance bottlenecks of the methods discussed so far.

In the methods presented below, we use both a variation on branch segmentation (in Method 1) and a strategy where long branches are successively broken in half until all segments are shorter than a specified threshold ("long-branch bisection"; in Method 2). An important feature of long-branch bisection is that the maximum allowed branch length provides a convenient control point that can be manipulated to achieve desired precision versus speed trade-offs. When a reasonable value is used for this parameter, the number of effective branches is much smaller than with segmentation methods and is typically only slightly larger than the total number of actual branches.

We refer to both of these approaches as "partial sampling" or "partial integration" techniques, because breaking branches in the continuous-time case is equivalent to introducing fixed time points along branches at which the transient states of the CTMC will be sampled. In this way, substitutions are sampled to the nearest branch segment with the timing of events analytically integrated within segments, thus achieving a faithful representation of the full CTMC. Due to the continuous-time formulation, we expect to obtain more accurate parameter estimates than under discrete-time methods such as HG (a prediction we examine below). Despite this, these approaches are nearly as simple to implement as HG because they require no special steps to sample the substitution approximation in equation (3) and the rounding of branch lengths require that a short branch segment size be used, $B'$ will often be quite large. This causes a major problem, in that the efficiency gained by avoiding time integration is offset by the increased cost of having a larger number of branch segments. We have found that, in practice, the size of $B'$ sometimes leads to a net loss in performance compared with other approaches as a result (data not shown). As we show later, the HG segmentation approach also increases the time for the Markov chain to reach equilibrium, further exacerbating its computational burden.

Partial Sampling of Substitution Histories with Conditional Pathway Integration

We previously introduced several continuous-time conditional pathway (CP) integration methods (Krishnan et al. 2004; de Koning et al. 2009) that augment ancestral states and condition substitution probability calculations on no more than one or two substitutions having occurred along a branch at each site ($B_1$ and $B_2$, respectively). These methods facilitate relatively inexpensive augmented likelihood functions and missing data samplers by ignoring large numbers of improbable intermediate substitution pathways and simplifying the time-integration of the Markov process as a result (table 1, rows 5a and 5b). In our original presentation of these methods, we recommended using a branch subdivision strategy to ensure that each branch segment is kept short enough that the $B_1$ or $B_2$ assumptions remain appropriate. Here, we explore several such strategies and describe how they can be combined with novel CP variants to produce high performance methods that overcome performance bottlenecks of the methods discussed so far.

In the methods presented below, we use both a variation on branch segmentation (in Method 1) and a strategy where long branches are successively broken in half until all segments are shorter than a specified threshold ("long-branch bisection"; in Method 2). An important feature of long-branch bisection is that the maximum allowed branch length provides a convenient control point that can be manipulated to achieve desired precision versus speed trade-offs. When a reasonable value is used for this parameter, the number of effective branches is much smaller than with segmentation methods and is typically only slightly larger than the total number of actual branches.

We refer to both of these approaches as "partial sampling" or "partial integration" techniques, because breaking branches in the continuous-time case is equivalent to introducing fixed time points along branches at which the transient states of the CTMC will be sampled. In this way, substitutions are sampled to the nearest branch segment with the timing of events analytically integrated within segments, thus achieving a faithful representation of the full CTMC. Due to the continuous-time formulation, we expect to obtain more accurate parameter estimates than under discrete-time methods such as HG (a prediction we examine below). Despite this, these approaches are nearly as simple to implement as HG because they require no special steps to sample the substitution approximation in equation (3) and the rounding of branch lengths require that a short branch segment size be used, $B'$ will often be quite large. This causes a major problem, in that the efficiency gained by avoiding time integration is offset by the increased cost of having a larger number of branch segments. We have found that, in practice, the size of $B'$ sometimes leads to a net loss in performance compared with other approaches as a result (data not shown). As we show later, the HG segmentation approach also increases the time for the Markov chain to reach equilibrium, further exacerbating its computational burden.
history per se and thereby allow ancestral and transient states to be sampled together in the same process.

**Method 1: Branch Segmentation in Continuous Time ("B1 × M").** The first newly introduced method uses branch segmentation but with analytical CP integration over the timing of events within segments using B1 (fig. 1c). If a branch segment of length $t_b$ is short enough that the probability of $>1$ substitution is negligible, the substitution probability can be well approximated by assuming no more than 1 event (Krishnan et al. 2004). By integrating this calculation over all possible timings of the event within a branch, the B1 CP substitution probability is obtained exactly as

$$P(S_{xy}|t_b, \theta) = \lambda_{xy} e^{-\lambda_{xy} t_b} - \lambda_y e^{-\lambda_y t_b},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $S_{xy}$ is the substitution from state $x$ to $y$, $\lambda_{xy}$ is the rate parameter governing the instantaneous rate of substitution from $x$ to $y$, $A_x$ is the sum of substitution rates from $x$ to any different state, and $\theta$ is the set of all rate parameters (Krishnan et al. 2004).

Using equation (4), the approximation in equation (3) is no longer needed, and longer branch segments can be used without sacrificing accuracy (also examined empirically below). This allows the number of effective branches to be greatly reduced, helping to overcome the major performance hurdle of HG. To keep the approximation of total branch lengths accurate, a small number of additional (shorter) segment sizes can be used at the ends of branches without reducing computational speed very much. As in HG, there is therefore only one segment size (or just a few), and thus only one substitution probability matrix (or just a few) to calculate for the entire tree. As well as having several advantages over HG, this technique of B1 with branch segmentation ($B1 \times M$) is expected to be more accurate than standard B1, because the average segment length will be much shorter than the average branch length.

Considering the time complexity of $B1 \times M$ (table 1, row 6) compared with time integration, the $O(N^4)$ spectral decomposition term is eliminated and the $O(N^3B)$ calculation of substitution probability matrices is simplified to $O(N^2)$ due to equation (4) and because there is only one branch length (or just a few). The time complexity of the missing data sampler under $B1 \times M$ is $O(N^2 + N^2B s + NB s)$, as in HG’s method, but $B$ can be much smaller while maintaining equivalent accuracy. This improves the computational speed and greatly reduces the time for the Markov chain to reach equilibrium compared with HG.

**Method 2: Uniformized B1 ("B1u") with Long-Branch Bisection.** Although $B1 \times M$ is expected to be much faster than HG, some problems remain. First, $B$ can still be quite a bit larger than $B$, adding to the burden of the missing data sampler. Second, $B1 \times M$ still requires that total branch lengths be rounded to the nearest segment length, creating some approximation error. These limitations are overcome with the second newly introduced method, which is based on a rederivation of the B1 substitution probability using uniformization, combined with a long-branch bisection strategy (B1u, hereafter; fig. 1d).

When the waiting times for substitutions from the beginning and ending states on a branch, $x$ and $y$, are equal, the $B1$ calculations in equation (4) simplify to

$$P(S_{xy}|t_b, \theta) = \lambda_{xy} e^{-\lambda_{xy} t_b},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\mu = A_x - A_y$. One can imagine that if $\mu$ were made independent of the rate parameter $\lambda_y$ (normally it is not), then the rate parameter term and the branch-length terms would be separable. As described in detail in Methods, the uniformization technique (Ross 2007) allows this independence to be achieved in practice. A key outcome of separating the rate and branch terms is that it leads to a useful simplification of the likelihood function. Using uniformization, the augmented likelihood function can be written in such a way that all rate parameters can be updated in $O(N^2)$ operations and all branch lengths can be updated in $O(B)$ operations. A single rate or branch-length parameter can be updated with $O(1)$ performance. Importantly, these simplifications are achieved without requiring branch-length approximation, as in HG and $B1 \times M$, and without requiring excessive segmentation, as in HG. This suggests that B1u should be both faster and more accurate than those approaches.

The strategy of using B1u with long-branch bisection not only leads to “best in class” augmented likelihood function performance (i.e., on par with continuous-time sampling and HG), but also to large improvements in the performance of the missing data sampler as well (table 1, row 7). Using long-branch bisection with “standard $B1$,” the missing data sampler requires $O(N^2B + N^2B s + NB s)$ operations, consisting of the calculation of all substitution probability matrices, a pruning step, and a sampling step. This can be further simplified to $O(N^2B + NB s)$ by adopting a local Gibbs updater that we introduced previously (Krishnan et al. 2004), which resamples ancestral states conditional on the current states at all surrounding nodes, starting at a randomly selected node and radiating outwards. This sampler appears to mix well with branch bisection (demonstrated below, although it mixes too slowly to be useful with branch segmentation approaches). With B1u, the time complexity of the local updater can be reduced even further to a mere $O(NB s)$ operations, because the change in likelihood caused by reassigning an ancestral or transient state can be calculated without needing to construct substitution probability matrices. Note that the order of this calculation is likely close to the minimum possible for any sampling strategy, because any such updater must sample from $N$ possibilities, at each of $B s$ nodes and sites, for $O(NB s)$ operations. The B1u performance of $O(NB s)$ is thus only slightly greater than the hypothetical optimum due to $B \geq B$.

B1u therefore appears to have “best in class” performance because each of its component calculations is at least as efficient as any other method (as far as we are aware; table 1). In the following sections, we evaluate both $B1 \times M$ and B1u in comparison to standard methods and assess how variation in the amount of segmentation affects mixing and accuracy.
Methods

Likelihood Calculations
As outlined above, we propose several new CP integration approaches intended to reduce the time complexity of phylogenetic likelihood calculations as much as possible without incurring a meaningful loss in accuracy. Implementation details of these methods are provided below. Although these techniques are general and can be used with any CTMC-based evolutionary model (they work well with nonreversible models, for example), for the purposes of exposition, we use a simple general time reversible (GTR) model defined on either a nucleotide or amino acid state space. This choice is expected to be conservative in that the performance advantage of the new methods grows rapidly with increasing model complexity. Following Yang’s convention (Yang 1994a, 2007) the rate of $A \leftrightarrow G$ substitutions was fixed to equal 1.0, and other substitution rates were measured relative to it.

Continuous-Time Branch Segmentation with CP Integration ($B1 \times M$)
In the original version of the $B1$ CP method (Krishnan et al. 2004), a probability matrix had to be calculated for every branch because of the dependence of equation (4) on branch lengths; this yielded a likelihood function that is increasingly burdensome with more taxa. By instead approximating branches as a series of short, equal-length segments, an approximation to the full CTMC can be constructed wherein the timing of substitutions is integrated within each short segment using $B1$. This approach is similar in spirit to Hwang and Green’s (Hwang and Green 2004) (HG) approach, but it provides a better approximation to the CTMC, while maintaining a fast $O(N^2)$ likelihood function over all sites and branches and using far fewer branch segments.

Because this approach is more accurate than HG, longer segments can be used to reduce the overall amount of segmentation while maintaining equivalent accuracy. To ensure that branch lengths are still approximated effectively, a small number of different segment sizes are used that include both long and short segments. Unless otherwise specified, analyses in this report use three segment sizes of 0.02, 0.01, and 0.005. Using this approach, the log-likelihood calculation across all sites for a fully augmented data set is

$$\log L = \sum_{b} \sum_{x} \sum_{y} C_{xy,b} \left[ \log(\lambda_{xy}) + \log(\kappa_{xy}) \right],$$

where $C_{xy,b}$ is the total number of branch segments of length $t_{b}$ (over all sites) upon which $x$ changes to $y$, and

$$\kappa_{xy} = \frac{e^{-\Lambda_{xy}} - e^{-\Lambda_{yb}}}{\Lambda_{y} - \Lambda_{x}}.$$

We refer to this approach as “$B1 \times M$” in the text, where $M$ reflects multiple segments per branch. Note that the $\log(\lambda_{xy}) + \log(\kappa_{xy})$ calculation may need to be calculated for only a fraction of the state combinations, in part because the shorter branch segment lengths will sometimes have only a small probability that a change will have occurred on them, making some $C_{xy,b} = 0$.

A related approach “B$\approx xM$” was also considered, which uses the fully integrated substitution probabilities instead of $B1$. In this way, the effects on likelihoods of segmentation and CP integration could be separately examined.

Long-Branch Bisection with Uniformized $B1$ CP Integration ($B1u$)
Under standard uniformization (Ross 2007), a CTMC is transformed so that the probability of leaving any state $x$ is made the same, regardless of $x$. This uniform rate (the “uniformization rate” of total substitutions), $\mu$, is achieved by introducing virtual substitutions from state $x$ to state $y$ that occur at a rate of $\mu - \sum_{j \neq x} \lambda_{xy} = \mu - \Lambda_{x}$ (where $j \neq x$; see Ross 2007 for a detailed discussion). The uniformization rate must therefore be greater than or equal to the longest waiting time from the untransformed process, and the accuracy of the uniformization-based calculation is greatest when the uniformization rate is exactly equal to the longest waiting time (i.e., $\mu = \max_{x} \sum_{j \neq x} \lambda_{xy}$). Under these conditions, and under the $B1$ condition of $\leq 1$ total substitutions, the probability of a particular substitution (including virtual substitutions) is $\lambda_{xy} t_{b} e^{-\mu t_{b}}$, and the probability of no substitutions (either real or virtual) is $e^{-\mu t_{b}}$. To find the probability of each substitution type out of the allowed types (i.e., $\leq 1$ substitution per branch segment), each probability is divided by the sum of allowed substitutions, $e^{-\mu t_{b}} + e^{-\mu t_{b}} \mu t_{b}$. This normalization constant is found by taking the standard uniformization transition probability summation to $n = 1$ terms, which gives the Poisson probability of zero or one event in time $t_{b}$ (Ross 2007).

The $B1u$ substitution probabilities over a branch segment of length $t_{b}$, after simplification by canceling out the $e^{-\mu t_{b}}$ term and augmenting virtual substitutions are thus

$$p(S_{xy}|t_{b}, \theta, \mu) = \begin{cases} \frac{\lambda_{xy} t_{b}}{1 + \mu t_{b}}, & x \neq y, \\ \frac{(\mu - \Lambda_{x}) t_{b}}{1 + \mu t_{b}}, & x = y, \text{ virtual sub.} \\ 1, & x = y, \text{ no sub.} \end{cases}$$

The status of each $x = y$ event can be augmented with an indicator variable simultaneously with the sampling of ancestral and transient states by drawing a random variate, $v$, from $U(0,1)$ and labeling the event a virtual substitution if

$$v \leq 1 - \frac{1}{1 + (\mu - \Lambda_{x}) t_{b}}.$$  

The log-likelihood calculation across all sites for a fully augmented data set (including the total numbers of virtual substitutions across the data set) can therefore be expressed as

$$\log L = \sum_{b} C^{0}_{b} \log \left( \frac{1}{1 + \mu t_{b}} \right) + \sum_{b} C^{1}_{b} \log \left( \frac{t_{b}}{1 + \mu t_{b}} \right) + \sum_{x} C^{1}_{xy} \log (\lambda_{xy}).$$
where \( C_b^0 \) is the number of sites and branch segments of length \( t_b \), with 0 substitutions, \( C_b^1 \) is the number with 1 substitution to anything (i.e., both virtual and real substitutions), \( C_{xy}^1 \) is the number with an \( xy \) virtual substitution, and \( C_{xy}^0 \) is the number with an \( xy \) substitution. Note that \( b \) here is taken over the number of branches with different lengths. Because bisection entails breaking branches into a number of ultimately equal-length segments, however, \( b \) is actually taken over only \( B \) terms, which is the number of unbroken branches.

Because only the first two terms in equation (10) depend on branch lengths, the likelihood can be evaluated in \( O(N^3) \) time once the ancestral and transient states are fixed (and the branch-dependent first and second terms are precomputed). Similarly, because only the last two terms in equation (10) depend on rate parameters, the \( B1u \) formulation allows for a simple change-in-likelihood function evaluation in \( O(1) \) time. Holding \( \mu \) and the augmented data constant, the change in log-likelihood caused by altering a rate parameter \( \lambda_{xy} \) is

\[
\Delta \log L = C^1_b \lambda_{xy} \log \left( \frac{\lambda_{xy}}{\mu} \right) + C^0_b \log \left( \frac{\mu - \lambda_{xy}}{\mu} \right),
\]

where \( C^1_b \) is the total number of sites and branch segments with 1 \( xy \) substitution (regardless of branch), \( C^0_b \) is the total number of sites and branch segments with 1 \( xx \) virtual substitution (regardless of branch), \( \lambda_{xy} \) is the new (test) rate parameter to be changed, and \( \lambda_{xy} \) is the updated sum of rate parameters from state \( x \). The change in log-likelihood caused by altering a branch segment length from \( t_b \) to \( t_b' \) is

\[
\Delta \log L = C^0_b \log \left( \frac{1 + \mu t_b}{1 + \mu t_b'} \right) + C^1_b \log \left( \frac{t_b' (1 + \mu t_b)}{t_b (1 + \mu t_b')} \right).
\]

In practice, additional considerations should be made when updating segment lengths to ensure that they do not exceed the defined maximum segment length (see Appendix).

The \( x = y \) terms in equation (8) could theoretically also be combined, thus eliminating the need to sample virtual substitutions. This, however, leads to a more complicated likelihood function having \( O(N^5 B) \) time complexity (just as the standard \( B1 \) method), because it would prevent the separation of rate and branch length terms for \( xx \) events. Nevertheless, integrating over virtual substitutions in this way can be used as a diagnostic check to examine how sampling virtual substitutions affects mixing performance.

**MCMC Simulation**

Individual MCMC simulations were run using a combination of Gibbs sampling (Geman S and Geman D 1984) over ancestral and transient states, and Metropolis Hastings updates (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970) on rate parameters. Except where noted, branch lengths and the tree topology were held constant at their ML values. When branch lengths were considered free, they were sampled by a conjugate-Gibbs approach for \( B1u \) (Appendix). Flat, uniform priors and symmetric proposal distributions were used throughout, so that the prior and proposal ratios canceled out in the Metropolis Hastings acceptance probability (as in Krishnan et al. 2004). Therefore, proposals were accepted with probability proportional to the likelihood ratio between current and proposed states. More sophisticated prior and proposal distributions can easily be used with our methods, but a focus on these distributions was not the aim of this work.

The variance of each proposal distribution was tuned using a simple adaptive mechanism based on an estimate of the posterior variance determined from a precalculated run of several hundred generations. When possible, simple analytical expressions for change-in-likelihoods were used to evaluate the acceptance probability of proposals (eqs. 11 and 12). Combined multidimensional proposals were also sometimes made, because they can move through high-dimensional space more rapidly than single parameter proposals, although they may be less efficient in general and have a lower optimal accept-reject ratio (Roberts et al. 1997).

When using \( B1u \), a method for setting the uniformization rate, \( \mu \), is required. Although uniformization is valid for any value of \( \mu \geq \max_j \lambda_{xy} \), it is most accurate when \( \mu \) is as close to its bound as possible. Because updating \( \mu \) can be computationally expensive, it is sometimes simply fixed at a value known to be greater than the largest possible waiting time under a priori model restrictions (Ross 2007). Here, we used an update mechanism to keep the uniformization rate close to its optimal value (Sandmann 2008). Over the course of an MCMC run, \( \mu \) was therefore occasionally reset to \( \max_j \lambda_{xy} + \sigma \), with \( \sigma \) set by experience to a small finite value.

**Comparison of Time to Complete a Fixed Number of Generations of MCMC**

Unless otherwise noted, all methods considered in the text were implemented in a common MCMC program so that the proposals and frequencies of different update types could be easily controlled and to limit implementation issues in method comparisons. An alignment of 224 mammalian cytochrome-\( b \) genes was used as a benchmark data set and was aligned in coding frame using a combination of POA (Lee et al. 2002; Grasso and Lee 2004) and Perl scripts. The cytochrome-\( b \) phylogeny was estimated under a \( GTR + I \) model by an ML heuristic search using all mitochondrial protein–coding genes from the same 224 species; the search was constrained to a consensus of ordinal relationships (Murphy et al. 2007) and run using PAUP* (Swofford 2003).

MCMC chains were run for 100,000 generations for each method, with 99.8% of updates on the GTR rate parameters and 0.2% on ancestral states (update proportions were determined empirically by reducing the frequency of ancestral state updates as much as possible without adversely affecting mixing). Branch lengths and tree topologies were held constant at their ML values for each run, whereas base frequencies were held constant at their mean observed values. The time to completion on a standard desktop computer (2.8-GHz Intel Core 2 Duo iMac) was recorded for comparison. Separately, the time to complete 100
ancestral state updates and 10,000 rate matrix updates was also recorded to examine the different costs these steps have across methods.

For the Full (fully integrated substitution histories), $B1 \times M$, $B \approx xM$, and HG methods, ancestral states were updated using the standard conditional site likelihood-based method (Nielsen 2002; Hwang and Green 2004). For $B1$ and $B1u$, we used the simpler local Gibbs sampler (Krishnan et al. 2004) that starts at a randomly selected node and resamples the states at each site conditional on the nodes immediately surrounding it. As discussed above, this updater has the advantage that it does not require conditional-site likelihoods to be calculated and therefore reduces the complexity of the most expensive part of ancestral state updates.

To determine if there were differences in mixing across methods, the effective sample size (ESS) of each chain after burn-in was calculated using $R$ (R Core Development Team 2009) and the Coda package (Plummer et al. 2006). To estimate the amount of time required to achieve an average of 1,000 decorrelated posterior samples for each rate parameter, each analysis was run 10 times, and the mean generation times and ESSs were recorded.

**Performance Comparison to Other Programs**

We modified the MrBayes 3.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) source code to disable its proposal mechanisms for tree topology and branch lengths, and set it to use empirical nucleotide frequencies and the same fixed tree topology and branch lengths as above. This resulted in MrBayes updating the GTR rate parameters 100% of the time, because it integrates each likelihood calculation over all possible ancestral states. Default prior probability distributions were used for all analyses. All source codes were compiled with the same compiler, using identical optimization settings. Time to complete 100,000 generations on the same computer was then used as a performance benchmark.

The number of generations sampled, however, has a different meaning among alternative methods and software implementations and is therefore not necessarily a fair means to make direct comparisons of performance. A consequence of this fact is that a program that completes many generations rapidly, but mixes poorly, might provide less informative data per unit time than an implementation that takes longer but mixes better. We therefore calculated the ESS after burn-in for each method as above and used differences in mixing efficiency to correct the actual (naïve) speed difference.

We also compared the speed of our implementation with an extremely fast Bayesian program, PhyloBayes 2.3c (Lartillot and Philippe 2004), which samples substitutions in continuous time (Rodrigue et al. 2008) and performs fast conjugate Gibbs sampling on rate parameters (Lartillot 2006). As with $B1u$, PhyloBayes spent virtually no measurable time performing rate parameter updates, as assessed from the monitor file output. Because resampling substitutions is the most time-consuming step in both methods, to be conservative, we considered only the time PhyloBayes spent in this step. Over a period of 100,000 generations, 200 updates of all transient and ancestral states were performed in our program. We therefore ran PhyloBayes for 100 cycles on the same data set, because by default it resamples substitutions twice each cycle. We could not fix branch lengths using PhyloBayes, so we did not evaluate its mixing performance in comparison to ours, although we expect it should be comparable due to the similarity of the methods.

**Method Comparisons and Analysis**

**Average Probability of >1 Substitution for Random GTR Models.** The probability of greater than one substitution was calculated for increasing branch segment sizes using a modified version of the “evolver” program from PAML4 (Yang 2007). Fifty random GTR rate matrices were simulated for each branch length by sampling rate parameters from a uniform distribution, $U \sim (0,1)$, and normalizing the resulting matrix to sum to 1. Each CTMC was then transformed to a discrete-time Markov chain with standard uniformization (Ross 2007), allowing 1 minus the Poisson probability of $\leq 1$ substitutions to be calculated.

**Expected Error of HG and B1 with Increasing Segment Length.** To compare the expected error between HG and $B1$ with increasing branch-segment sizes, a simulation was performed using a modified version of evolver (Yang 2007) to approximate the expected error for each method. Fifty random GTR rate matrices were simulated for each branch length as above and were used to calculate the exact substitution probabilities using full-integration based on the matrix exponential. Rate parameters $\lambda$ were calculated exactly for HG using $P(S_{xy} | t, \lambda) / t$ (eq. 2). Rate parameter values under $B1$ and $B1u$ were found under an asymptotic approximation whereby we numerically minimized the root-mean squared difference (RMSD) between the $B1$ substitution probabilities and the exact substitution probabilities. The RMSD of the rate parameters were then calculated between the true simulated values and both of the HG and $B1$ values and were standardized by branch length. Mean and standard deviations at each branch-segment length were plotted on the same axis.

**Predicted Speed Increase As a Function of the Number of Branches and Model States**

To visualize how different approaches scale with increasing model and data set complexity, the predicted fold speed increase was plotted by taking the ratio of the time complexity of several methods (from table 1) compared with $B1u$ over a range of parameter values expected to reflect a variety of analyses of interest. For comparison to the fastest published approach (sampling substitutions in continuous time), we assumed the use of the method of Rodrigue et al. (2008), with a maximum number of substitutions per branch set to 2, to be conservative about the speed improvement of $B1u$ (analysis of the same data in PhyloBayes, yielded a maximum number of substitutions
per branch at 7). For each approach, calculations were made for both reversible and nonreversible models, which were distinguished by a leading $O(N^3)$ term for nonreversible models and an $O(N^4)$ term for reversible ones.

**Relative ML Support for Different Topologies**

To generate a set of phylogenetic trees with which to compare the correspondence of relative likelihood support under *Full* and *B1u*, the 224 cytochrome-*b* data set was bootstrapped 10 times, and Neighbor-Joining trees were constructed for each pseudoreplicate using FastTree (Price et al. 2009). Each tree was rerooted using the monotremes as an outgroup. Branch-length estimates from FastTree were fixed and used to analyze the data using *B1u* and *Full*, as described above. The maximum attained incomplete-data log-likelihood following burn-in was recorded for each analysis and used to assess relative support. Each analysis was repeated while allowing branch lengths to be freely estimated, using the FastTree values as a starting point. ML values were compared between *Full* and *B1u* using linear regression analysis in R (R Core Development Team 2009).

**Results**

For readers who may have skipped the Computational Considerations and Methods sections, we provide the following summary: We carefully considered the theoretical basis of various likelihood-based phylogenetic methods to determine if their speed could be improved and whether they could be endowed with better scaling properties for large data sets and complex models of evolution. As a result, two new methods were introduced, merging our previous Cp (Krishnan et al. 2004) approach with the most promising aspects of other approaches. These methods provide alternatives to sampling unknown substitution histories and making likelihood calculations on the basis of those histories. They use continuous-time approaches that partially sample the timing of substitutions to branch regions instead of to exact times and that integrate over the timing of substitutions within those regions. These new methods can therefore be thought of as sampling transient states of the evolutionary process at fixed time points along branches.

The first method, based on continuous-time branch segmentation, is called *B1 x M*. Here, *B1* signifies integration over the timing of substitutions within branch segments using an approximation that assumes no more than one substitution per segment, and *M* signifies multiple segments per branch. The use of $B1 \times M$ allows for the number of segments to be reduced compared with the HG method (Hwang and Green 2004) without sacrificing accuracy and thus should improve the speed and mixing performance of the demanding process of resampling substitution histories.

Once $B1 \times M$ was developed, we realized that it only partially overcame the performance bottlenecks of previous approaches, and so we developed a second new approach using a rederivation of the $B1$ CP method based on uniformization (Ross 2007); we therefore refer to this second method as $B1u$. To keep the accuracy of $B1u$ high, long branches are broken using long-branch bisection, allowing the maximum segment length to be adjusted to select among desired speed to precision trade-offs (longer maximum branch lengths lead to fewer segments and therefore faster computation but can be less precise).

The computational time of a method (the time complexity) responds to increases in model and data complexity as measured by the number of modeled states ($N$), the number of branches on the tree ($B$), and the number of site patterns in the nucleotide alignment ($S$). A time complexity analysis (table 1) predicted that $B1u$ should theoretically be faster and scale better with model complexity and data-set size than any other method considered. The analyses presented in this section are designed to first consider the accuracy/branch length trade-offs with $B1$, then empirically evaluate the relative speed, mixing performance, accuracy, and precision of implementations of $B1u$ and $B1xM$ with alternative methods.

**Predicted Rate Parameter Accuracy under Discrete- and Continuous-Time Branch Segmentation**

Reasonable conditions for continuous-time branch segmentation and bisection were first evaluated by examining how long segments may reasonably be without violating the $B1$ assumption of one or fewer substitutions per branch segment. The average probability of $\geq 1$ substitution was calculated for 50 random GTR rate matrices along branches of increasing lengths (fig. 2a). A segment as long as 0.08 was determined to have only about 0.5% probability of $\geq 1$ substitution, whereas branch segments as short as 0.02 and 0.005 were seen to have a probability well below 0.05% and 0.01%, respectively. All such segment lengths were therefore deemed to represent reasonable approximations and were used in further investigations.

To examine the theoretical accuracy of $B1 \times M$ compared with the related HG method, we performed a similar simulation to examine the relative error in rate parameters under asymptotic conditions for each method (fig 2b). Based on this analysis, $B1$ appeared to be approximately seven times more accurate than HG as measured by RMSD per unit time and was accurate even for relatively long segment sizes (also see supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online).

**Relative Speed and Mixing Performance of Continuous-Time $B1 \times M$ and $B1u$ Implementations**

A 224-taxon data set of mammalian cytochrome-*b* sequences (supplementary fig. 2, Supplementary Material online) was used as a benchmark data set and was analyzed using a GTR model with branch lengths and nucleotide frequencies fixed at their ML values. The time to complete equivalent analyses was used to assess performance (fig. 3). Performance varied across nearly two orders of magnitude, with $B1u$ completing in 11 s what took 16.6 min using fully integrated probability calculations.
Full—a speedup of more than 90-fold. The time to complete the same analysis using B1u with the more expensive ancestral state updater (Nielsen 2002) was 23 s; because this approach did not appear to mix appreciably better (data not shown), we used the faster local updater in all subsequent analyses. The appropriateness of comparing the timing of Full and B1u is justified by the observation that the ESS (a measure of mixing) (Plummer et al. 2006) was not markedly different between the methods (1,095.8 and 1,066.2 effectively independent samples, respectively). When comparing the speed of missing data updates (fig. 3b, left) versus rate parameter updates alone (fig. 3b, right), it can be seen that B1u’s superior performance is the result of having the fastest rate parameter sampler as well as almost the fastest missing data updater.

The use of short (and therefore a large number of) segments in B1 × M had a large impact on performance compared with using longer segments. When B1 × M and HG had the same number of segments (length 0.005), B1 × M was slower by a factor of 1.3. When B1 × M instead had fewer segments mostly of length 0.02, with segments of 0.01 and 0.005 added in only to improve overall branch-length accuracy, then B1 × M was more than twice as fast as HG (fig. 3; accuracy is considered below). This speed improvement can be seen entirely as a consequence of faster ancestral state updates over the tree because there are fewer total branch segments to consider (fig. 3b, left vs. right). Compared with other methods, however, B1 × M and HG had less efficient mixing. Whereas the mean ESS among Full, B1, and B1u was 1,092.0, the mean ESS for B1 × M (with one segment size of 0.005) and HG was only 650.8. Reducing the amount of segmentation by using mostly longer segment sizes improved mixing, giving B1 × M (with M = {0.02, 0.01 and 0.005}) an ESS of 940.0 compared with 649.3 for HG.
To incorporate the effects of differential mixing across methods, we ran each analysis 10 times and calculated the average ESSs and generation times for each method. This analysis (Table 2) suggested that to achieve an average of 1,000 decorrelated posterior samples for each rate parameter, $B_1u$ required approximately 11.1 s (or 96,685 generations), whereas $\text{Full}$ required 892.9 s (or 89,883 generations). These results were largely congruent with the timing results presented above.

To evaluate how attained speed scaled with increasing model complexity, we also ran a simple reversible protein model with $N = 20$ states, using the same 224 taxon cytochrome-$b$ data set translated to amino acids. Whereas the fully integrated method took 7.5 h to run 100,000 generations, $B_1 \times M$ ran 82 times faster, taking only 330 s. More dramatically, however, $B_1u$ ($t \leq 0.08$) took a mere 17 s to run the same analysis, 1,588 times faster than $\text{Full}$. This speedup is at least an order of magnitude greater than the speedup observed using nucleotide substitution models and indeed is only 7 s longer than the nucleotide GTR analysis.

**Performance Comparison of a $B_1u$ Implementation with Other Programs**

To examine the speed difference between our implementation of our fastest method, $B_1u$, and a popular, speed-optimized program for phylogenetic analysis, MrBayes 3.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003), we ran the same nucleotide GTR analysis of 224 cytochrome-$b$ sequences 10 times in MrBayes and 10 times in our program and examined the time to complete a fixed number of generations after correcting for differences in the efficiency of mixing. To make comparisons as fair as possible, we modified MrBayes (see Methods) to update GTR rate parameters 100% of the time. Both programs were compiled with the same compiler using identical optimization settings and were run on the same reference computer.

The average time for a single chain to complete 100,000 generations in MrBayes was 831.7 s, whereas $B_1u$ completed the same number of generations in an average of 11.1 s on the same computer (a naive speedup of 74-fold). Because our method uses DA, however, it is expected to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generations Required</th>
<th>Generation Time (s)</th>
<th>CPU Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>89,883 ± 2,595</td>
<td>9.93 × 10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_1$ ($t \leq 0.08$)</td>
<td>85,660 ± 2,649</td>
<td>7.29 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG</td>
<td>158,124 ± 4,992</td>
<td>1.24 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_1 \times M$</td>
<td>112,896 ± 4,247</td>
<td>6.14 × 10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_1u$ ($t \leq 0.08$)</td>
<td>96,685 ± 3,423</td>
<td>1.15 × 10⁻⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Mean Number of MCMC Generations and CPU Time (± Mean Standard Error) to Achieve an Average of 1,000 Decorrelated Posterior Samples per Rate Parameter for the 224 Cytochrome-$b$ Data Set.
mix more slowly. Indeed, as is shown in supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online, B1u’s Markov chains mixed about 3.2 times more slowly than did MrBayes’, requiring an average of 92 generations to produce an independent (decorrelated) sample, compared with 26 for MrBayes (sampling every generation). After correcting for this difference, B1u is effectively 23 times faster than MrBayes, on average. It should be noted that this implementation comparison is likely to underestimate the potential algorithmic speedup of B1u because we used a fairly crude adaptive proposal mechanism that is probably much less efficient than the well-tuned proposal mechanisms used by MrBayes.

We also compared the speed of our implementation with an extremely fast Bayesian program, PhyloBayes 2.3c (Lartillot and Philippe 2004), which samples substitutions in continuous time (Rodrique et al. 2008) and performs fast conjugate Gibbs sampling on rate parameters (Lartillot 2006). Running a comparable GTR analysis with tree topology and base frequencies fixed, PhyloBayes spent 112 s sampling ancestral states and substitution histories. Ignoring the time spent performing other updates, B1u therefore ran at least 10 times faster than PhyloBayes. Using the slower ancestral state updater with B1u, our implementation still maintained a 4.9-fold speed advantage over PhyloBayes. This result likely reflects differences in the efficiency of the underlying methods as well as the implementations; we explore the predicted theoretical speed advantage of B1u, independent of implementation issues, below.

Accuracy and Precision of B1u on a Large and Small Data Set

Although partial sampling of substitutions with B1u is much faster than conventional approaches, the method could have reduced precision because of the assumptions made regarding the number of substitutions per unit time. We therefore compared posterior parameter distributions obtained from both a large and small data set using B1u (fig. 4a and c, respectively) and ancestral state sampling with full probability calculations (fig. 4b and d, respectively). The small data set was pruned from the full data set down to 10 taxa by selecting representative taxa among the most divergent groups (supplementary fig. 3, Supplementary Material online).

Maximum attained log likelihoods (integrated over ancestral states, transient states, and virtual substitutions) for Full and B1u (t ≤ 0.08) based on the large data set were −99,390.91 and −99,539.41, respectively, whereas B1u with t ≤ 0.02 had an improved maximum log likelihood of −99,453.27. Because the posterior parameter distributions were not appreciably different between t ≤ 0.08 and t ≤ 0.02 (supplementary fig. 4, Supplementary Material online), we henceforth refer to results based on the faster t ≤ 0.08 analysis. Interestingly, maximum log likelihoods from the small data sets were essentially identical (−7,584.44 and −7,585.62, for Full and B1u [t ≤ 0.08] respectively), suggesting that the approximation error introduced by B1 is quite small and requires a great deal of data to become appreciable, even when branches are long. Nevertheless, because we are intentionally introducing a minor approximation, we are more interested in the adequacy of parameter estimates between methods than in the differences in maximum likelihoods.

The posterior parameter distributions were similar between methods (fig 4). The Full and B1u posterior rate parameter distributions were slightly more similar for the small data set (fig 4c and d) than for the large, reinforcing the observation that a large amount of data may be required for the slight imprecision of B1u to become noticeable. By plotting rate parameter summaries on the same scale for each parameter, it can be observed that the relative magnitude of parameter estimates is identical among all the methods (supplementary fig. 4, Supplementary Material online). Furthermore, posterior sample medians and variances were close and fully overlapping. Together, these results indicate that B1u (t ≤ 0.08) is extremely fast and quite accurate. B1 × M also appears to be quite accurate, even when using longer branch segment sizes, although its missing data sampler is more demanding and mixes more poorly than B1u.

Accuracy of B1u for More Complex Analyses

To further examine whether any unexpected biases might arise when using partial sampling techniques, the large data set was reanalyzed under Full and B1u both with branch lengths being freely estimated (supplementary fig. 5, Supplementary Material online) and when allowing gamma-distributed rate variation across sites (supplementary fig. 6, Supplementary Material online; methodological details can be found in the Appendix). When branch lengths were sampled, the posterior parameter estimates were very similar between methods and showed only slightly greater dissimilarity than when branch lengths were held fixed (cf. fig. 4). When gamma-distributed rate variation was introduced (five discrete rate categories), the posterior parameter distributions were still quite good but were slightly more dissimilar between methods, regardless of whether the gamma shape parameter was kept fixed (supplementary fig. 6a and b, Supplementary Material online) or whether it was freely estimated along with the rate parameters (supplementary fig. 6c and d, Supplementary Material online). This greater discrepancy under rate variation can in part be explained by the use of a single uniformization constant across all rate categories (see Discussion).

Expected Utility in Tree Building

To examine if any unexpected deterministic biases might arise when using partial sampling methods to infer phylogeny, we examined the ML support for 10 different tree topologies attained over a sample of 100,000 generations of MCMC and compared the relative support across topologies between Full and B1u. Each tree was analyzed only once under each method, and the results are therefore likely to overemphasize any differences between the methods, because they reflect a composition of both stochastic (estimation) error and any deterministic bias that might exist. Furthermore, due to the large amount of data used
in these analyses, it is expected that any deterministic bias that exists should be readily visible.

When branch lengths were held constant, the methods fully agreed in the rank order of likelihood support among the 10 topologies, and there was a highly significant linear relationship between the maximum log likelihoods determined by each method (slope = 0.999; $R^2 = 1.0; P \approx 0$; fig. 6). When branch lengths were freely estimated for each topology, the correspondence was slightly better (slope = 1.0; $R^2 = 1.0; P \approx 0$; data not shown). Tree-search algorithm development and validation is a complex art unto itself, and we have not yet tested de novo tree search within our program. Nevertheless, tree comparisons depend on the relative likelihood support of different topologies, and it can be concluded from this analysis that partial sampling of substitution histories is unlikely to introduce any meaningful bias to phylogenetic inference.

**Discussion**

The two continuous-time partial substitution history sampling methods introduced here are quite fast and dramatically reduce the computational cost of increasing some of the most burdensome dimensions of model complexity (e.g., state-space size). This should enable much more rapid evaluation of complex evolutionary models on large phylogenetic data sets than has previously been possible.

---

**Fig. 4.** Posterior parameter distributions inferred using fully integrated probability calculations and B1u. MCMC analyses were run for 100,000 generations, with the first 5,000 excluded as burn-in. 
(a) Fully integrated probability calculations based on the 224 taxon data set of cytochrome-b sequences; (b) Partially integrated calculations using B1u and the 224 taxon data set; (c) Fully integrated probability calculations on the pruned 10 taxon data set; (d) Partially integrated calculations using B1u and the pruned 10 taxon data set.
setting out to design a method that overcomes the biggest performance bottlenecks of the fastest existing approaches, we were able to improve an already remarkably fast method (full sampling in continuous time) with the introduction of only a small approximation. The best of the new methods (B1u) is orders of magnitude faster than conventional techniques even with simple models and appears to scale exceptionally well with increasing model complexity and data set size in both theory (fig. 5) and practice. B1u has a likelihood function and an ancestral/transient state sampler that are both “best in class” in terms of their computational efficiency, each being as fast or faster than any other methods examined. Indeed, the computational burden of B1u is so low that it likely approaches the speed of parsimony-based analysis, and yet it retains the advantages of a fully probabilistic and parametric model-based approach.

It should be understood that by approximating the likelihood function, both partial sampling methods introduced here are targeting a slightly different posterior distribution that serves as an approximation to the standard posterior. A useful feature of B1u, in particular, is the closeness of the approximate posterior to the standard distribution can be easily increased (at the expense of speed) by decreasing the maximum allowed branch segment length. Indeed, it is expected that B1u should be asymptotically unbiased as the maximum segment length is decreased, eventually converging on the full continuous-time Markov process.

Although the adequacy of different approximations is largely an empirical question, it is often true that extremely high precision is not required in probabilistic analyses, especially if the underlying methods are not particularly biased. Because the bias introduced by using even a fairly long maximum segment length of 0.08 appears to be small (fig. 4), we speculate that there may not often be much reason to use a more precise method. In the analyses presented here, for example, reducing the maximum segment length from 0.08 to 0.02 resulted in only small changes in posterior parameter estimates (supplementary fig. 4, Supplementary Material online). For analyses of the large data set, the longer-branch approximation (t ≤ 0.08) had a lower likelihood (and thus is a demonstrably worse “model”), but in general, this deficit can be easily compensated for (and perhaps far exceeded) by increasing the biological realism of the underlying model.

It will be important in future work to assess mixing performance and accuracy under different types of model complexity not considered here (such as site-specific and temporal mixture models). Because partial sampling of substitutions with B1u differs from previously described approaches essentially only in how substitution probabilities are calculated, there are very few unique considerations that need to be made when building new and more complex models. With respect to performance, it will often be possible to take advantage of the simplified B1u likelihood function to implement updaters that will be even faster.
than the overall likelihood function time complexity suggests. For example, in the Appendix, we show how conjugate Gibbs sampling of branch lengths can be performed simply for B1u and how the form of the augmented likelihood function can be exploited to create an implementation of gamma-distributed rate variation (with \( l \) rate categories). This implementation allows for changes in the gamma distribution parameters to be evaluated over the whole data set in merely \( O(Nl) \) operations (holding the assignment of sites to rate categories fixed; this task would otherwise minimally require \( O(N^2l) \) operations in a “naïve” B1u implementation).

As is good practice with any MCMC-based approach, it is important to evaluate empirical mixing performance, and tune, if necessary, the frequency of different updates when using new types of models. With B1u, the frequency of virtual substitution updates should be included in such considerations, especially when using simple change in likelihood functions that depend on a fixed sample of virtual events. As demonstrated by the slightly increased error of B1u when gamma-distributed rate variation was added to the model (fig. 4 vs. supplementary fig. 6, Supplementary Material online), attention should also be paid to the inherent properties of the uniformization method and to complexities that may arise as a result. The slight increase in error observed here likely occurred because the standard uniformization calculation can become less accurate when the magnitude of rate differences between the fastest and slowest transitions becomes large and covers many orders of magnitude (Ross 2007). Although the difference observed here was not dramatic, and was therefore not a great source of concern for this analysis, it could become an issue under more extreme circumstances. We expect that this issue could easily be averted, however, by simply using a different uniformization constant for each rate category.

Overall, this study adds to mounting persuasive evidence that fully integrated likelihood function evaluations can and should be avoided in the context of phylogenetic MCMC. We have furthermore shown that fully sampling the timing of substitutions is unnecessary, and that under reasonable simplifying assumptions, CP integration can be used to sample partial substitution histories in much less time. Whether less expensive methods for fully sampling the exact timings of substitutions can be competitive with the performance of partial sampling methods remains to be seen. Accept–reject methods that simply propose substitution histories without reference to the observed sequences or that use simplified proposals based on the data (Robinson et al. 2003) can be very fast, but the adequacy of proposals will have a strong impact on acceptance rates, and it is likely that such approaches will often mix much more poorly (and slowly) than the methods described here. Nevertheless, further work on both types of methods is needed, and each approach may find certain niches in which they have advantages.

Models of molecular evolution have traditionally remained simple due to the limitations of small data sets lacking in enough phylogenetic breadth to allow precise inferences about site-specific patterns, and due to a desire for analytical tractability, computational convenience, and a focus on utility in phylogenetic reconstruction (which, correctly or not, has been widely considered to be relatively robust to the realism of models). In the postgenomic era, data limitations are no longer a serious impediment to the reconstruction of detailed evolutionary mechanisms. Consequently, there is growing interest in the development of more realistic models, as convenience-motivated simplifications become increasingly unacceptable. Without more efficient procedures for dealing with complex models such as those outlined here, however, the high computational burden imposed by realistic models will continue to stifle the exploration of biological hypotheses with comparative data. This would limit progress and discovery in comparative genomics and in molecular evolution more broadly. As model complexity increases to moderate levels (100 states), the B1u approach is expected to be two to three orders of magnitude faster than full-sampling or full-integration approaches (fig. 5); improvements by such
factors can fundamentally alter the types of experiments considered. The more efficient DA approaches developed here should therefore help to encourage the free development of parametric models suited to testing novel biological hypotheses and help in making the most out of increasingly large comparative data sets.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary table 1 and supplementary figures 1–6 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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Appendix A

Modeling Rate Variation across Sites with B1u

Typically, rate variation across sites is modeled by multiplying branch lengths at each site by a random variable drawn from a discretized-gamma distribution (Yang 1994b) and integrating over all possible rates at each site. An efficient but equivalent implementation of this idea can be accomplished using B1u, where we instead allow the scaling of rate matrices to vary across rate classes. Assignment of sites to each rate class can then be rapidly sampled using a partial likelihood function evaluation at each site. Similar to equation (10) above, the log-likelihood of the augmented data assuming rate scaling can be expressed as

\[
\log L = \sum \log \left( \frac{C_{1} \log(1 + \mu t_{b})}{1 + \mu t_{b}} \right) + \sum_{k} C_{k} \log \left( \frac{C_{k} \log(1 + \mu t_{b})}{1 + \mu t_{b}} \right)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k} \sum_{x} C_{x,k} \log(\gamma_{k})
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k} \sum_{x} C_{x,k} \log(\mu - A\gamma_{k}),
\]

(A1)

where the last two terms can be simplified to

\[
\sum_{x} \sum_{y} C_{x,y} \log(\gamma_{y}) + \sum C_{k} \log(\gamma_{k})
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k} \sum_{x} C_{x,k} \log(\mu - A\gamma_{k}).
\]

Here, \(C_{x,y}\) represents the total number of \(xy\) substitutions across all sites, \(C_{k}\) represents the total number of \(xy\) substitutions at sites assigned to rate category \(k\), \(C_{x,k}\) represents the total number of virtual substitutions for state \(x\) observed at sites assigned to rate category \(k\), and \(\gamma_{k}\) represents the site-specific rate modifier for category \(k\) drawn from a discretized-gamma distribution following Yang. It should be noted that the augmentation of virtual substitutions must take such rate modifiers into account, so that \(A\gamma_{k}\) in equation (9) is scaled by the appropriate \(\gamma_{k}\) site-specific rate modifier. The change in likelihood caused by altering the shape of the gamma distribution can therefore be calculated across the whole data set using

\[
\Delta \log L = \sum \sum \log \left( \frac{C_{1} \log(1 + \mu t_{b})}{1 + \mu t_{b}} \right) + \sum_{k} C_{k} \log \left( \frac{C_{k} \log(1 + \mu t_{b})}{1 + \mu t_{b}} \right)
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k} \sum_{x} C_{x,k} \log(\mu - A\gamma_{k}),
\]

\[= \sum_{k} \sum_{x} C_{x,k} \log\left( \frac{\mu - A\gamma_{k}}{\mu - \gamma_{k}} \right) + \sum_{k} C_{k} \log\left( \frac{\mu - \gamma_{k}}{\mu - A\gamma_{k}} \right),
\]

(A2)

which is an O(Nl) calculation, for \(l\) rate categories. Similarly, the change in site-specific log-likelihood caused by reassigning a site from one category to another can be calculated as in the above equation, but using the site-specific counts of virtual \(xx\) substitutions, and the total numbers of \(xy\) substitutions at the site. Gibbs sampling of rate assignments over all \(s\) sites and all \(l\) rate classes can therefore be performed in only O(Nsl) time. With site-specific rate assignments sampled, the complete data log-likelihood with among-site rate variation can be evaluated in O(N\(l^2\) + Nl) time, which is the time complexity of evaluating equation (A1).

Rapid Sampling of Branch-Length Parameters

We implemented two strategies for resampling branch lengths. The first is a general method, which uses a simple accept–reject scheme based on the branch-specific log-likelihood before and after proposing a change to a specific branch length. This approach therefore requires two substitution probability matrix calculations per branch (which has a time complexity determined by the method used; table 1), in addition to two O(Nl) likelihood calculations per branch. The second approach, which is particular to B1u, uses conjugate Gibbs sampling. First, note from equation (10) that the part of the likelihood depending on branch lengths, \(t_{i}\), can be expressed as

\[
\ell_{i} = \left( \frac{t_{i}}{1 + \mu t_{i}} \right)^{C_{i}} \left( \frac{1}{1 + \mu} \right)^{C_{0}}
\]

(A3)

with \(C_{0}\) being the total number of sites that experienced no change along the branch in question, whereas \(C_{i}\) is the total number of sites that experienced either a genuine or virtual substitution. By rearranging and letting some terms that do not depend on \(t\) be absorbed into an irrelevant scaling factor, \(s\), we can write this likelihood as a binomial pdf:

\[
\ell_{i} = \frac{n!}{C_{i}!(n - C_{i})} \left( \frac{\mu t_{i}}{1 + \mu t_{i}} \right)^{C_{i}} \left( 1 - \frac{\mu t_{i}}{1 + \mu t_{i}} \right)^{(n - C_{i})},
\]

(A4)

with \(n = C_{0} + C_{i}\). Taking advantage of the conjugacy property of the binomial distribution and a beta-distributed prior (Gelman et al. 1992), the posterior distribution of \(\mu t_{i}/(1 + \mu t_{i})\) can be expressed as a beta distribution:

\[
P\left(\frac{\mu t_{i}}{1 + \mu t_{i}} \mid X_{xy} \right) \sim \beta(C_{i} + \alpha', C_{0} + \beta').
\]

(A5)

Letting the hyperparameters, \(\alpha'\) and \(\beta'\), of the prior distribution be equal to 1 gives a uniform prior (Gelman
et al. 1992), which we use here. Sampling from this distribution can therefore be used to sample directly from the posterior distribution of branch lengths, after applying the linear transformation

\[ t(X) = \frac{X}{\mu(1 - X)}. \]

It is worth noting that a similar strategy can be used to elicit conjugate Gibbs samplers for other parameters under BTu, but we leave exposition of this for future work.
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